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Project description (Number of characters, including spaces: 2.000 - 3.000): 
 

Language processing in healthy aging has been defined as a model of balance between 
preservation and decline (Peelle, 2019). Despite widespread changes to physiological 
mechanisms that support perception and cognition, language abilities are frequently well 
preserved in older adulthood. At the same time, age-related changes in the neural substrates of 
language processing are present at nearly every level of linguistic processing (in both 
production and comprehension). Therefore, the preservation of language abilities in older adults 
is likely to be accomplished using a different balance of cognitive and neural processing.  

While substantial evidence has been reported about age-related decline in semantic 
processing, evidence for preserved syntactic comprehension in healthy aging is currently mixed 
(e.g. Campbell et al., 2016; Poulisse, Wheeldon & Segaert, 2019). Data inconsistency may stem from 
confounding factors. Studies investigating the effect of age on  syntactic  processing  use  
computationally expensive sentences which may not be suitable for measuring syntactic 
comprehension in a process-pure manner. Indeed, the interpretation of such sentences usually 
require additional comprehension mechanisms including semantic and pragmatic processing, 
as well as increased processing speed and working memory load. Age-related decline in other 
linguistic and cognitive processing domains may influence syntactic comprehension in healthy 
older adults. 

The aim of this project is to address these issues by investigating the comprehension of minimal 
sentences with varying syntactic complexity while reducing the potential influence of contextual   
cues, processing speed decline, and working memory load. By using fMRI and task-based 
functional connectivity data, we will investigate the processes  underlying  syntactic  processing 
during aging, as well as potential compensatory strategies put in place by elders to reach an 
adequate level of performance. 
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To reach this goal, ~30 young adults (age range: 18-35) and ~30 older adults (age range: 65-80)     
will be recruited. These data are not currently part of a laboratory database, and will need to be 
collected ex novo. These data will be likely integrated with an already existing (but numerically 
insufficient) database of the laboratory.  

A combination of methods will be applied: 

Behavioral methods: 

Subjective (questionnaire) and objective (behavioral) measures will be acquired for each 
participant. In detail: 

Socio-demographic data: Age, Sex, Education, Socio-economic Status (SES) 

Neuropsychological data: General Intelligence (Verbal: Test di Intelligenza Breve, TIB; Non-verbal: 
Raven’s Progressive Matrices); Short-term and Working Memory Capacity (Verbal: forward and 
backward Letter Span; Non-verbal: forward and backward Corsi Test). Cognitive screening test 
for older adults (e.g., Mini-Mental State Examination) 

Linguistic data: vocabulary level tests (Production and Recognition tests); grammar level tests 
(Production and Recognition tests); text comprehension; story narration (Wordless picture book, 
pictorial cards) 

Imaging methods: 

fMRI data will be collected for each participant by administering a syntactic comprehension task 
in the MRI scanner. The task will be designed to test the comprehension of minimal sentences 
with varying syntactic complexity while reducing the potential influence of contextual cues, 
processing speed decline, and working memory load. Response time (RT) and accuracy 
measures  will  be collected. 

Task-based activation and functional connectivity analyses will be performed in young and 
older adults to shed light on age-related effects on syntactic comprehension networks. 

Skills to be acquired by the student: 

Acquisition and analysis of behavioral data 

Acquisition and analysis of fMRI data 

Scientific writing 

Autonomy and integrity in scientific research (i.e. responsible data  collection, handling, sharing, 
communication and reporting; fundraising and management; open science policies) 
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Phd student’s activity over the course of three years:  

Year1: In addition to perform a comprehensive literature review of the topic of interest, the Phd 
student will design the experiments that are part of his/her project, and will get acquaintance 
with behavioral and fMRI data analysis 

Year2: The Phd student will actively partake in the behavioral and fMRI data acquisition, will 
analyze the data, and interpret the results 

Year3: The Phd student will draft and submit the results of the experiments that are part of 
his/her project, and will publish at least one paper as first author 
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